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Welcome to Summer Term 2

Potential Visits

Dear Parents and Carers, welcome back to Campsbourne!

Year 3 will be
visiting Hornsey
Parish Church.

We hope you had a lovely half-term break and that your
children are ready for the final term of the academic year!

Adults working in Year 3
Class Teachers
Monet - Miss Springer-Best
Kandinsky - Miss Patsouris

Support Staff
Sharon Hodson

English

Maths

This half term we will be learning

This term we will be exploring and

how to write non-chronological

developing our skills within these

reports. The children will look closely
at the features and learn to write their
very own!

mathematical units:
 Length, weight and volume
 Addition and
subtraction
word
problems
 times tables

History/Geography
In history we will complete our
learning about Ancient Egypt. We’ll
explore hieroglyphics and the
powers of Egyptian Gods. In
geography we’ll be learning about
‘Where and Why the Earth

Rumbles’, investigating volcanoes,
earthquakes and mountains.

Computing
In computing, we’ll continue to will
develop our understanding of how
email works. They will gain skills in
using email and become aware of
broader issues surrounding email,
including ‘netiquette’ and online
safety. Children will learn to add in
attachments and safely
communicate with their teachers
and peers
online.

PSHE/RE
We will continue with personal
safety and children will assess
different levels of risk involving
problem solving, learn about their
sixth sense and how to use
their senses to help keep

themselves safer. In RE we will
explore Hinduism and Christianity,
with a focus on how their beliefs are
expressed.

Art/D&T
We will complete some artwork
for the Crouch End Festival
based on nature and the
importance of it.
Children will also plan and

PE

design a shell structure to be

PE will take place on Wednesdays.

used to create a container.

This term’s focus will be on
tennis and building racket skills,
varying the speed and direction of
the ball.. On alternate Fridays,
children will focus on the use of a

Science

range of athletic skills and

In science, we will continue to

incorporating different techniques

investigate electrical circuits.
Children will learn about which
materials are good conductors
and insulators. We will also
evaluate magnetism and
electricity generators.

into movement. It is essential that
your child has the correct school PE
uniform for each session.

Spanish
Children will continue to recap
counting, days and months of the
year and also learn how to state
their likes and/or dislikes with nouns
and infinitives.

Music
Following on from work on musical
accompaniments, Year 3 will continue to
learn how to tell stories through music. They
will explore sound colours - using dynamics,
tempo and texture.

Homework will be handed out each week on a

Friday with the expectation that it will be returned to school by Wednesday.
It is the child’s responsibility to make sure their homework is handed in.
There will be a spelling test each week as well as times tables challenges linked
to what we have been learning in class.
Please support your child with regular reading and homework help. Spare
copies of homework can be requested from the class teacher.
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